
MEASURE WHAT MATTERS by John Doerr: 
 

 You need to have both for success: OKRs = Objectives AND Key Results. 
 www.whatmatters.com  
 “If you don’t know where you’re going, you might not get there.” –Yogi Berra 
 “Ideas are easy. Execution is everything.” 
 WARNING: “Goals may cause systematic problems in organizations due to 

narrow focus, unethical behavior, increased risk taking, decreased 
cooperation, and decreased motivation. Use care when applying goals to your 
organization.” (If behavior is incentivized to deliver non-productive 
outcomes for the company, that’s what it will get) 

 Management Theory: 
o …productivity is enhanced by well-defined, challenging goals.” 
o Gallup Poll: “Less than one third of U.S. workers are involved in, 

enthusiastic about and committed to their work and workplace.” 
o “…more than half of all workers who are not committed to their 

workplace, would leave for a raise of 20%.” 
o “More Highly engaged work groups generate more profit and less 

attrition.” 
o “…retention and engagement have risen to No. 2 in the minds of 

business leaders, second only to the challenge of building global 
leadership.” 

o “When people have conflicting priorities or unclear, meaningless, or 
arbitrarily shifting goals they become frustrated, cynical and 
demotivated.” 

 “At smaller start-ups, where people absolutely need to be pulling in the same 
direction, OKRs are a survival tool.” 

 “Structured goals give backers a yardstick for success.” 
 “Where OKRs take root, merit trumps seniority. Managers become 

coaches, mentors, and architects. Actions—and data—speak louder than 
words.” 

 FOCUS AND COMMITMENT PRIORITIES: “High performance organizations 
home in on work that’s important, and are equally clear on what 
doesn’t matter.” 

 ALIGN AND CONNECT FOR TEAMWORK: “Top-down alignment brings 
meaning to work. 

 STRETCH FOR AMAZING: “Afford your employees the freedom to fail” a 
percentage of the time.” 

 CRFs (Conversation, Feedback, Recognition) with regular employee 
engagement, should replace annual performance reviews. (“Only 6% of 
managers think annual performance reviews are worth the time it 
takes.) 

http://www.whatmatters.com/


 Peter Drucker the father of management: “The Practice of Management” 
codified the principle as “management by objectives and self-control.” 
(1954). 

 “The basis of a healthy OKR culture—Ruthless intellectual honesty, a 
disregard for self-interest, deep allegiance to the team-“ 

 “Less is more”: “A few extremely well-chosen objectives” will allow focus to 
be undiluted for an organization. 

 “Set goals from the bottom up” 
 “No dictating”: This must be a social contract based in collaboration. 
 “Stay flexible”:  Measure and revise what is not working. 
 “Dare to fail” is the only way to drive high output. 
 “Culture counts”; Optimal success comes from an “apolitical culture.” 
 “Bad companies are destroyed by crisis. Good companies survive them. 

Great companies are improved by them.” (Andy Grove, former CEO of 
INTEL) 

 “It is our choices…that show what we truly are, far more than our abilities.” 
(JK Rowling) 

 A MISSION STATEMENT MUST BE SHORT AND MEMORABLE: An example: 
“Organize the world’s information and make it universally accessible and 
useful.” (Google’s Mission statement.) 

 “Leadership must be committed in WORD and DEED.” 
 “Leaders must get across the why as well as the what” 
 “Objectives are the stuff of inspiration and far horizons. Key results are more 

earth-bound and metric-driven.” 
 “To make reliable progress, managers must be able to measure performance 

against the goals.” (Peter Drucker) 
 “Too many “Objectives and key results to measure” can dilute focus and 

obscure process.” 
 All objectives and key results must be time-dependent: “Clear-cut 

timeframes intensify our focus and commitment; nothing moves us 
forward like a deadline.” 

 “Specific challenging goals may be met (for example, speed to market, 
fuel efficiency, and cost) at the expense of other important features (like 
safety, ethical behavior, and company reputation.)”. (Does your hospital 
suffer from this malady? Is there physician buy in for a balanced 
approach?) 

 “Key results should be succinct, specific, and measurable.” 
 “Innovation means saying no to one thousand things.” (Steve Jobs) 



 SPECIAL MESSAGE: “The art of management lies in the capacity to select 
from the many activities of seemingly comparable significance the one or 
two or three that provide leverage well beyond the others and 
concentrate on them.” (Andy Grove, Intel).  

 “Put more wood behind fewer arrows.” (Andy Page, GOOGLE) 
 

 “THREE WATCHWORDS FOR ENTREPRENEURS”: 
o Solve a problem 
o Build a simple product 
o Talk to your users. 

 “Building a World Class Team” 
o Do you have this in your hospital or business? 
o How will you build this? 
o How will we handle underperformance and make room for 

high performers? 
o How will your institution and supervisors support and reward 

this approach? 
 “On Goal-setting and Transparency” 

o “Meritocracy flourishes in the sunlight.”/ “Transparency 
seeds collaboration.”  (Is your organization transparent?) 

 “Companies with highly aligned employees are more than twice as likely 
to be top performers.” (HBR) 

 “The number one obstacle between strategy and execution is lack of 
alignment.” 

 “Goal setting” in a top-down fashion is prevalent at most large 
organizations and it is a reason why their performance rises in small 
increments. This results in marginalized contributors (key stakeholders) 
and one-dimensional linkages. “Innovation tends to dwell less at the 
center of an organization than at its edges.” 

 “Micromanagement is mismanagement”! Strategic delegation and 
accountability are the balanced approach to business. 

 Goal-setting with un-measurable and non-specific time bound measures will 
always fail. 

 “People who choose their destination will own a deeper awareness of what 
it takes to get there.” 

 “When our how is defined by others, the goal won’t engage us to the same 
degree.” 

 “High functioning teams thrive on a creative tension between the top-
down and bottom-up goal setting, a mix of aligned and unaligned key 
objectives and measurements.” 

 “Isolated individuals can never match a connected group” in innovation. 
 “In a conventionally siloed organization, activity is opaque. People might 

try to look into what’s going on outside their own department, but they 
often don’t know where or how to start or have the time to follow-up.” 
(My interpretation of my own hospital) 



 Tracking success and motivating: “The days people make the most 
progress are those where they feel most motivated.”. “The simple act of 
writing down a goal increases your chances of achieving it.” 

 Bill Gates: “I see people confusing objectives with mission all the time. A 
mission is directional. An objective has a set of concrete steps that you’re 
intentionally engaged in and actually try to go for. 

 “The biggest risk of all is not taking one.” (Melody Hobson) 
 “Conservative goal setting stymies innovation. And innovation is like 

oxygen: You can’t win without it.” (Bill Campbell) 
 THE DEFINITION OF AN ENTREPRENEUR: 

o “Those who do more than anyone thinks possible…with less 
than anyone thinks possible.” 

o The definition of a Bureaucrat: “Those who do less than 
anyone thinks possible, with more than anyone thinks 
possible.” 

 “Transparent, collaborative, aligned and connected organizations can 
achieve far beyond the norm.” They must distinguish between 
Committed Objectives and Aspirational objectives and balance these 
two. 

 “Leaders must convey two things: the importance of the objective or 
outcome and the belief it is attainable.” “You have to make people 
uncomfortably excited.” 

 “A managers first role is the personal one. It’s the relationship with 
people, the development of mutual confidence…the creation of a 
community.” (Peter Drucker) 

 “Not everything that can be counted counts, and not everything that 
counts can be counted.” (A. Einstein) 
 


